Infodriveindia.Com Now Makes Trading Easy With USA Textile Importers Directory
Infodriveindia an eminent provider of textiles importers databases offers authentic data of active USA textile
and readymade garments importers. The database is collected from the US Customs and serves as a
significant source of information for Indian and foreign exporters. Besides this database the website also
contains other relevant information related to the import export trade.
Online PR News â€“ 30-December-2010 â€“ New Delhi, India, December 07th, 2010: Pioneer in the field of
online import export databases, Infodriveindia.com has made trading easy for the Indian exporters with its
directory of US textile importers. The company offers a comprehensive database containing details of records
collected from import shipment data of US customs. The data fields of USA textile and garments importers
include important information like US Consignee Name, Address, Tel, Fax; US Notify party, Address, Tel,
Fax; US Bankers Name, Address, Tel, Fax; Suppliers Name, Address, Tel, Fax and other such information.
This data is very useful for the Indian textile and garment exporters because with an access to all this
information, they can now approach other prospective clients and also keep a watch on their competition.
Commenting on the benefits of using USA textile importers database, Mr. Rakesh Saraf, CEO,
infodriveindia.com says, At infodriveindia we ensure that our customers always have an edge over their
counterparts. By offering an access to the data collected from US customs, we enable our customers to
review the most significant information required to plan out better trading strategies.
Â
Besides offering this database of the textile and readymade garments importers, the site also contains other
valuable information mandatory for carrying out import-export trade. The website serves as a rich resource
for information related to foreign trade.
Â
Adds Mr. Saraf, Our customers including ace exporters and importers of Indian and foreign origin have
availed numerous benefits from our database of authentic and active buyers and sellers. In addition to the US
importers of garments & textile data, we also offer other information like latest updates and notifications from
CBEC, DGFT and other eminent boards involved with the international trade in India.
Â
For more information on the garment and textile importers list from USA visit
http://www.infodriveindia.com/notifications
Â
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